. Related to Figure 3. (A-C) The number of branch points (A), membrane surface (B) and volume (C) increase exponentially with branching level of the axonal branching system. See inset of (D) or inset of Figure 3D for schematic diagrams of the systems. BLsys represents branching level of the system.
(D and E) Log-log plot of the energy consuming power of the system against BLsys (D) and against the mass of the system (E), when APs propagated at 4 Hz at 37 ℃. In all four systems ( see inset of (D)), diameter of the branches at the highest branching level (BL) fixed at 0.2 μm; GR = 1 for diameter of the branches at adjacent BLs. In (E), mass = volume×density, density = 1.05g/mL; k = 6.04×10 5 , b = -7.27×10 -5 , Adj. R-Sqr = 0.9999.
(F and G) Log-log plot of the energy consuming power of the system against the volume which was changed in other ways. In (F), volume of the system was changed by BLsys while the diameter of the branch at BL = 0 was kept the same. Inset of (F), volume of the system versus BLsys. In (G), the length of a single cable was changed. Note that the scaling exponent in the formula for the energy consuming power against the volume in (F) and (G) is not the 3/4 power law. Figure S2 . Related to Figure 1 . Left, total energy consumed per AP per compartment (black) and its main components, i.e. the one consumed by K + (blue), Na + (red) and axial (green) conductance, varied with axon distance in the cable model shown in Figure 1A . "cpt" represents compartment. Right, pie chart of the proportion of energetic cost per AP in the cable model of a cortical axon, comparing contribution by K + , Na + , leak and axial conductance.
